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Amon Tobin, Hodi’s Half Note, Fort Collins, May 3, 2007. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

I liked electronica innovator Amon Tobin’s stage presence last night at Hodi’s Half Note. He 

spent the evening kind of hunched over his gear, his head cocked, ear jammed onto half a 

headphone set while he gently rocked to the swirling mix of rhythms and sounds he was creating. 

But best were these moments when each piece would end, the active, gyrating crowd would 

cheer and Tobin would look up and raise a finger as though to say, “Hey, if you liked that, wait 

until you hear this,” then plow into a whole new set of grooves and counterpoints. You have to 

like a performer who obviously enjoys his own art enough to actually seem to relish it and 

anticipate more. 

 

Hodi’s was crowded indeed for this show and Tobin’s set was greeted by energetic, ecstatic 

dancing. After all, that’s really what Tobin’s, and opening group MFA’s, music is all about- 

dance. At the very root of it is a beat, of course, and what gets laid on top of that is what makes 

the artist. 

 

Tobin’s recent CD release is “Foley Room,” an ambitious collection of grooves with plenty of 

story behind them. Tobin and associates spent quite a bit of time and effort in making unusual 

field recordings- of motorcycles, factory machines and full-grown tigers. In the studio, he 

recorded insects and toys, musicians and wild combinations of instruments. While all of this 

creates a certain theme to the project, the music Tobin creates with it does not particularly cow-

tow to the uniqueness of the source recordings, but rather uses them like a whole new 

vocabulary. 

 

Some of that new vocabulary was evident at Hodi’s- the motorcycle sounded great, for example- 

but this performance did not seem to showcase the new sounds in any particular way. Tobin’s 

vocabulary seems to be huge to begin with and the new stuff just augments what is already 

creative and effective. Once Tobin had established the beat and started to layer in the melodic 

and rhythmic offshoots, he would create a mesh of sound that was both intriguing and moving- 

literally, as in the happy dancers writhing to the audio blast. 

 

Unlike the recent Zilla show at Hodi’s, the sound for Tobin was amazingly crisp and clear. In 

fact, I took OUT my ear plugs in order to hear better. Full chest-rattling volume did not over-

modulate in any way and when there was distortion in the mix, it was because Tobin wanted it in 

there, such was his control of the situation. This in itself made the show a pleasure. But then 

when you add in Tobin’s magic touch at combining and twisting sounds, you have an excellent 

club experience. Tobin himself seems to dig it and so did a lot of the other people at Hodi’s. 


